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The Red Book of Nelandra Kir 
 
The Red Book of Nelandra Kir is a thick, illuminated book bound in blood-hued leather. It is a must-read 
status symbol for the decadent and gleefully corrupt wizards of Scarabae that seek to thwart the Church. 
Nelandra Kir was a beautiful mage alive during the Rise of States who was fascinated by spells that 
transfixed or paralyzed their targets. It is said that her lush garden was decorated by many a rival who had 
been turned to marble sculpture and that her preferred way to dispatch particularly meddlesome foes was 
to torture them while under the effects of a paralysis spell. 
 
Lore 
 
The reader can automatically find one useful fact about the history of Scarabae’s rebel wizards who 
opposed the Church in previous ages, by looking in the book. The reader can also find recipes for various 
paralytic poisons. 
 
Spell Talents 
 
• Brain Freeze. Rested. Focus action. You can blank out thinking in an arena (only one per casting), knocking 

out 1d10 Commitment each round of casting, focused against one or more targets. Those whose Commitment is 
reduced to -1 (if it is that bad to begin with they are affected for free) can’t process information. They can’t 
understand what others say, they can’t formulate new ideas, or respond to stimulus (including pain or threat). 
This lasts as long as you cast, +1 round per your level. 
 

• Paralysis. Rested. Focus action. Each round, you can immobilize 1d10 of a single target’s Wounds. The target 
is not affected until all Wounds are immobilized. Once immobilized, the target is frozen for 1 minute per your 
level. A minute-long ritual (no additional energy required) can extend this time to hours. Affected targets can 
still feel pain, and they can speak if you choose to allow it; they can even be freed from the neck up if it amuses 
you. 

 
• Scarlet Tendrils. Rested. Focus action. Your arena, or an adjacent arena, sprouts otherworldly red tendrils that 

snatch at everyone in the arena (except you.) They impede everyone in the arena, and those successfully 
impeded take 1 Wound from constriction. This lasts as long as you cast, +1 round per your level. 
 

• Stoneflesh Prison. Rested. You turn a living target into marble, in suspended animation. A resisting target 
escapes if able to move; if held immobile, the target is transformed if you can spend 1 focus action per the 
target’s Commitment (minimum 1) uninterrupted. Your target may consent, or be unconscious, in which case 
the process is automatic. The statue is ultra-realistic, and has no memory of time passing while stone. Casting 
the spell again can return the form to flesh; if the statue is damaged to the point of snapping limbs or features 
off, apply crippling damage. 

 
• Voice of the Marionette. Rested. Focus action. If you beat the target on an opposed Commitment test, you 

control the target’s voice for 1 minute per level. The target cannot speak without your permission, and the target 
will say anything you want the target to say. You must be within 100 feet per level, and have eye contact to cast 
the spell (but not to keep it up.) You also control the target’s inflection, facial expressions, and gestures. 


